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in the tanks being heavier than is actually required, and, 
to this extent, reduces the payload and/or speed capabili- 
ties of the flight vehicle considerably. 
Accordingly, it is a general object of the prescnt inven- 
tion to provide an improved method for leakage testii~g 
of liquid and gas containers. 
A more specific object of the inve~~tion is to providc in 
pressure leakage testing of tanks a method for closely 
simulating the pressure conditions that the tank experi- 
ABS'FRACT O F  THE DISCLOSURE ences in flight. A further object of the invention is to provide a rnetlzod 
A method of testing a large liquid containing tank for of leakage testing of large flight vehicle propellant tanks 
leaks by partially filling the tank with an apparatus, such that makes possible a more efficient design of such tanks 
as a piston, that forms alternating relatively narrow and permitting the use of tanks of reduced weight and. there- 
large spaces between the sidewall of the tank and the 15 fore, permitting the increase of the weight of the pay- 
periphery of the piston. Liquid is pumped through a con- load proportionately. 
duit system against the bottom of the tank and the liquid Another object of the invention is to provide a safer 
£lows upwardly through the relatively narrow and large method of leakage testing of large tanks by reducing the 
spaces thus applying varying leak revealing pressures explosion and flooding hazards attendant to prior test- 
against the tank sidewall. 20 ing methods. 
These and other objects and advantages of the inven- 
tion will become apparent upon reference to the lofoilowing 
The invention described herein was made by an em- specification, attendant claims and drawings: 
ployee of the United States Government and may be FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic cross-sectional view of 
manufactured and used by or for the Government for 25 a tank illustrating a typical prior art method of tank 
governmental purposes without the payment of any royal- leakage testing; 
ties thereon or therefor. FIGURE 2 is a cross-sectional view of a tank being 
This invention relates generally to the testing of tanks subjected to leakage testing according to one elnbodiil~ent 
for leaks, and more particularly to a method for leak- of the present invention; 
age testing whereby pressures are applied against the in- 30 FIGURE 3 is a cross-sectional view of a tank being 
terior wall of the tank being tested so as to simul- subjected to leakage testing in accordance with a second 
late the pressure conditions existing during actual use of embodiment of the present invention; and 
such tank. FIGURE 4 is a cross-sectional view of a lank being 
An essential and critical operation associated with cer- subjected to leakage testing in accordance with a third 
tain liquid or gas containers is that of testing the con- 35 embodiment of the invention. 
tainer for leaks before the container is put into actual Briefly described, the invention comprises a n~ethod of 
use. This is particularly true with respect to containers leakage testing of a tank comprising the instalhtion in 
employed in flight vehicles, such as propellant tanks for the tank of an apparatus, referred to hereillafter as a 
missiles and rockets. piston, that extends vertically of the tank and is can- 
In the case of a propellant tank for a space vehicle 40 structed SO as to form with the wall of the tank a vertical 
the tank must be constructed to withstand, without leak- passage having alternately relatively narrow spaces and 
age, not only the ordinary static pressure exerted by relatively large spaces with at least the relatively Earge 
the propellant, plus, in some cases, prepressurization spaces being bounded by the tank sidewall. A space is 
of the propellant as by compressed gas, but the tank maintained between the bottom of the piston and the 
must also withstand the additional pressure which devel- $5 bottom of the tank, and liquid is pumped tllrorrgh the 
ops due to g-forces that are exerted during acceleration piston against the bottom of the tank creating maximum 
of the space vehicle after launch. This additional pres- pressure against the bottom of the t a d .  
sure increases in proportion to the acceleration of the The liquid flows from the bottom region of the tank 
vehicle and at maximum acceleration of the vehicle the upwardly through the alternating relatively small and 
tank is subjected to its maximum pressure, this pressure 50 large spaces with the rate of flow increasing in the nar- 
being greatest a t  the bottom of the tank and decreasing row spaces and decreasing in the larger spaces. When 
gradually toward the top of the tank. the rate of flow increases the fluid pressure decreases and 
A typical prior method of leakage testing of large when the rate of flow decreases the Auid pressure in- 
propellant tanks for space vehicles is to fill or nearly creases, thereby changing the pressure against the tank 
fill the tank with liquid and appiy pressure, as by pres- 55 wall according to the rate of flow. Typically, the passage 
surized gas, for example, to the liquid so that the pres- from the bottom to the top of the tank will be designed 
sure exerted against the tank bottom will equal or exceed so that the fluid pressure will decrease in incren~ents from 
the anticipated maximum pressure exerted on the tank the bottom to the top of the tank so as to closely simulate 
bottom during actual use of the tank, the maximum pres- the pressures applied against the tank botton~ and vial1 
sure occurring when the space vehicle reaches maximum 60 under actual use conditions. 
acceleration after launch. Referring now to FIGURE 1, therein is illustrated sche- 
While in this method of testing, the desired testing matically a flight vehicle propellant tank 11 k i n g  sub- 
pressure is exerted on the bottom of the tank, the pres- jected to a leakage test according to a typical prior test- 
sure applied to the upper region of the tank greatly ex- ing method. A pressure represented by arrows is exerted 
ceeds that occurring during flight and needed for test- gg internally against the walls of the container, the pres- 
ing the upper region. Nevertheless, the upper region of sure medium being in part a liquid 13 which almost 
the tank must be made strong enough, and thus heavy fills the tank. It is understood that without additional 
and thiok enough, to withstand the excessive testing pres- pressure the liquid 13 would exert static pressure on the 
sure even though such high pressure will not be ex- tank bottom and wall, with the static pressure being 
perienced by the tank upper region during actual use. 70 greatest at the bottom and decreasing gradually toward 
This is a very undesirable situation, particularly in the the top; however, the pressure difference between thc top 
case of very large flight vehicle tanks, because it results and the bottom of the tank exerted by liquid 13 Is not 
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great e n o ~ ~ g h  to simulate the pressure that the tank will the frame members 61 being well anchored at their ends 
be experrencing during flight of the vehicle. (not shown). 
As disciissed previously, the static pressure exerted by To test the tank 19 for leaks by applying pressure 
thc iiqulcl propellant during flight increases in proportion against the bottom 23 and the vertical circumferential 
io the increase in acceleration of the space vehicle, and 5 wall 21, a liquid 65 is poured into the tank filling the space 
to simulate this pressure in testing the tank a pressure around the piston 27 to a level well above the inlet 53 
must be applied against the inside of the tank greater of the pump 51. During operation of the pump 51 the 
than the normal static pressure of the liquid 13. There- liquid 65 is pumped downwardly through the tube 57 
fore, addilional pressurizing is needed, and for this rea- exiting in a space 67 near the bottom of the tank 19. Sub- 
son the lank walls in the upper region must be over- sequently, the liquid flows upwardly between the tank 
kmensioaed to WI-hstand the pressure. wall 21 and the vertical surface of the piston 27 return- 
According to the prior testing method illustrated in ing to the pump inlet 53 to be recirculated, the circula- 
FlGWWE 1, the additional pressure is produced by in- tion of the liquid being indicated by arrows. 
jecting compressed gas 15 through opening 17 into the The liquid in the space 67 is pressurized to the desired 
tank between the surface of the liquid 13 and the top of 15 degree by the pump 51 thus exerting the desired amount 
the tank 11. This additional pressure exerted by the com- of testing pressure against the bottom 23 and lower wall 
pressed gas 15. although producing the desired testing of the tank. As it flows upwardly the liquid 65 passes 
pressure against the bottom and lower wall region of the between the tank sidewall 21 and the respective piston 
tank 11, is a higher pressure than is needed for adequate sections 31, 35, 43, 45, 47, and 49 and grooves 29, 33, 
testing of the top and upper regions of the tank. 20 37, 39, and 41. In the narrow spaces the liquid flows 
&cause of this higher pressure, it is necessary to make relatively faster in the larger spaces it flows relatively 
the top and upper region of the tank heavier and thicker slower thus exerting varying pressures against the tank 
than wonld be required to withstand the pressure experi- sidewall. Due to the successively decreasing diameters 
enced d~lriilg flight. Moreover, in testing extremely large of the piston sections 31, 35, 43, 45, 47, and 49 and the 
tanks, such as used as fuel tanks on large space vehicles, 25 resultant suocessive increase in the area of the narrow 
the enormous amount of liquid under pressure and the spaces, the flow velocity required to pass a given amount 
quantity of pressurized gas put into the tank creates ex- of liquid through the narrow spaces decreases as the 
plosion hazards and also flooding hazards in case of ma- liquid flows upwardly. Therefore, a pressure drop will 
jor failure of the tank. When such a failure occurs, the occur at each of the grooves 29, 33, 37, 39, and 41 so that 
whole tank ruptures beyond repair, because the entire 30 the pressure in each of the grooves will be less than the 
tank is under high pressure. pressure in the next lower groove producing an incre- 
Referring to FIGURE 2, therein is illustrated one em- mental decrease of pressure against the tank sidewall as 
bodirnent of a me hod of testing a tank for leakage ac- the liquid flows from the bottom to the top of the tank. 
cording to the present invention. A cylindrical open-top It  is understood that the grooves and sections of the 
tank 19 has a circumferential wall 21, a bottom 23, and 3.5 piston may be designed and arranged to produce pres- 
a circumferential wall extension 24 extending below the sure distribution in accordance with the particular test- 
bolton of tile tank and resting on a platform 25. Disposed ing requirements. It is noted that in FIGURE 2 the tank 
within the tank 19 and occupying a large part of its vol- 19 gradually diminishes in wall thickness from bottom to 
ume is a piston 27 that has an essentially hollow interior top since, according to the invention, the testing pres- 
enclosed by a rigid cylindrical shell corresponding gen- 40 sure against various portions of the tank can be con- 
eraiiy to the inside of the tank 19 although being some- trolled to produce testing pressures in proper proportion 
what smaller in diameter and of less depth. The shell of to actual use pressures experienced by the tank, that is, 
the piston 27 may be made of a light, rigid metal such as much higher pressures in the bottom region and little o r  
aluminum or a stiff plastic. no pressure in the top region of the tank. 
Spaced a relatively short vertical distance from the 4.5 In the embodiment of FIGURE 3 a tank 69 is shown 
bottom of the piston 27 is a first annular groove 29 de- having internal and vertically spaced rings 71-71d that 
fining a section 31 between the groove 29 and the bot- are joined to a tank wall 73 merging with a bottom 75 
tom oC the piston. The spdce between the section 31 and and a top 77 with the top having a manhole 79 therein. 
the sidewxdl 21 of the tank is small relative to the space A tank wall extension 83 extends below the bottom 75 
between the bottom of the groove 29 and the tank side- 50 resting on a platform 85. Tanks used as propellant tanks 
wall. in space vehicles commonly have internal slosh baWe 
Spaced above the groove 29 is a second annular groove rings, such as 71-71d, that gradually decrease in width 
33, defining a section 35 between the groove 29 and the from the bottom of the tank to the top thereof and pre- 
groove 33 The section 35 differs from the section 21 in sent an uneven surface along the inside of the tank wall. 
that its diameter is slightly less than the diameter of the 55 Such tanks are often constructed with a manhole such as 
section 31 and its vertical dimension exceeds that of the 79 that can be closed rather expeditiously. The testing 
section 31 Additional grooves 37, 39 and 41 are formed apparatus and method of FIGURE 3 is especially con- 
in the pision 27 defining additional sections 43, 45, 47 ceived for testing a tank with an uneven interior wall and 
and 49, each of the sections being slightly less in diam- a relatively small opening in the top. 
eter and sections 43, 45 and 47 being of greater vertical 60 Disposed within the tank 69 is a piston 87 having a 
dinlension than the next lower section. hollow rigid axial support column 89 that extends from 
The spaces between the sidewall 21 of the tank and the the bottom of the piston through the manhole 79 being 
respective sections of the piston 27 are relatively smaller connected as by welding 91 to a yoke 93. If desired to 
than the spaces between the tank sidewall and the bot- pressurize the top of the tank, a bellows 95 can be in- 
toms of the respective grooves. The purpose and effect of '' stalled between the top of the tank and the yoke 93 cor- 
these grooves and sections will be discussed hereinafter. responding in diameter to the manhole 79 and a seat 97 
Mounted on top of the piston 27 near the central axis at the yoke 93, thus closing the top of the tank and per- 
thereof is a pump 51 with an inlet 53 and an outlet 55, mitting movement of the tank during pressurization tests. 
the latter merging with and being connected to a tube 57 A pump 99 is mounted at the top of the column 89 and 
extending axially through the piston 27 and opening just an inlet pipe 101 extends from the pump downwardly in- 
below the bottonl thereof. The piston 27 and its asso- side the column 89 with its open end projecting through 
ciated pumping apparatus is retained in the tank 19 by the column at top of the piston 87. An outlet pipe 103 is 
an appropriate means such as a yoke 59 comprising frame located in the column 89 extending from the pump 99 
members 151 beaxing on the piston 27 through struts 63, 7.j and ending at the bottom of the piston 87 opening into 
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a space 105 between the bottom of the piston and the 
tank bottom 75. 
In order that the piston 87 may be introduced into and 
withdrawn from the tank 69 through the manhole 79, an 
inflatable and collapsible bag 107 is employed, this bag 5 
being attached to and carried by the column 89. The bag 
107 may he made of a rather strong, flexible material 
such as tarpaulin or nylon that encircles the column 89 
and extends vertically so as to occupy most of the tank 
when inllated. To give rigidity to  the inflated piston so 
that it will not collapse under the high liquid pressures 
exerted against it during testing of the tank, the bag 107 
contains numerous bladders 109 that are made of a mate- 
rial similar to the bag 107 and are inflated by a system 
of tubes comprising a main tube 111 disposed lengthwise 1 j 
of the column 89 supplying branch tubes 113 extending 
laterally through the column 89 from the main tube 111, 
and tributary tubes 115 branching from the tubes 113 to 
the individual bladders 109. 
Inflation of the bladders 159 by a liquid or gas is by 20 
a connection of the main tube 111 to a pump or com- 
pressor (not shown) causing inflation of the bag 107 which 
in FIGURE 3 gradually tapers in diameter from the bot- 
tom of the piston to the top thereof so as to correspond 
with the gradually decreasing widths of the annular rings 25 
71-71d along the inside of the tank. The tapering diame- 
ter of the piston is designed to establish narrow passage 
spaces, such as 119, between the vertical surface of the 
inflated bag 107 and the edges of the rings 71-71d, it be- 
ing noted that the area of the narrow slots increases suc- 30 
cessively from the bottom to the top of the tank due to 
their increasing diameters. 
The operation procedure of the embodiment of FIG- 
URE 3 is in pricciple the same as the embodiment of 
FIGURE 2. The piston is introduced into the tank 69 35 
through the manhole 79 with the bag 107 collapsed. The 
bladders 109 are subsequently inflated, preferably with 
liquid, through the tube system previously described thus 
inflating the bag 107 into the predetermined configura- 
tion. The tank space wound the piston 87 is filled with 40 
liquid 121 through the p i ~ e  183, if desired, to a level 
well above the top of the bag 107. 
Circulation of the liquid 121 under force of the pump 
99, indicated by arrows, is downwardly through the out- 
let pipe 103 passing through the space between the bot- 45 
tom of the tank and the bottom of the piston and then 
upwardly, passing alternately through the respective rela- 
tively narrow spaces, such as 119, and relatively large 
spaces, such as 123, between the rings 71-71d. The pres- 
sure exerted by the liquid 121 will be maximum against 50 
the bottom of the tank, and decrease incrementally as the 
liquid flows upwardly through the alternating relatively 
small and large spaces. 
The pressure distribution against the tank wall may be 
determined by the arrangement and the degree of inflation 55 
of the inflatable bag which determines the dimensions of 
the flow spaces so that testing pressures may be controlled 
to  be in proper proportion to actual flight pressures. In 
case of rupture of the tank some of the liquid will flow 
out but most of the liquid will be retained inside the tank, GO 
in bladders 109 of FIGURE 3 .  
As indicated previously, the disclosed testing procedure 
permits the use of lighter weight fuel tanks for space 
vehicles, it being noted that the tank 69 has relatively 
thick and heavy structure at the bottom and lower region 6.j 
and tapering to a thinner and lighter structure at the top. 
FIGURE 4 shows another embodiment of the inven- 
tion wherein the piston comprising the inflatable and col- 
lapsible bag 107 of FIGURE 3 is replaced by a piston 125 
comprising a series of vertically spaced partitions 127 70 
forming relatively large spaces 129. Otherwise, the ar- 
rangement of FIGURE 4 is the same as that of FIG- 
URE 3. 
Each of the partitions 127 of FIGURE 4 includes a 
frame 131 comprising a series of frame members 133 ex- 55 
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tending radially between the support column 89 and the 
rings 71-71d. The members 133 are joined to the column 
89 through annular angles 135 secure dby screws 137 lo 
the column 89, and the members 133 are connected to the 
flange 135 by bolts 139. Connection between the frame 
members 133 and the rings 71-71d is by bolts 141. Struts 
143 may be employed as stiffeners between the frame 
members 133. 
Overlying each of the frames 131 and ancltored also by 
bolts 139 and 141 is a flexible skin 145 that may be made 
of tarpaulin, fabric enforced vinyl or like material. Aper- 
tures 147 are provided in the rings 71-71d spaced as 
needed to form relatively small spaces for liquid to flow 
at a predetermined rate through the respective partitions. 
Typically, either the number or size of the apertures 114% 
in the respective rings will be gradually increased from 
the bottom ring to the top ring in order l o  produce a 
gradual pressure drop in the respective spaces 129. 
During operation of the embodiment of FIGURE 4 a 
liquid 149 is pumped downwardly through the outlet pipe 
103 by the pump 99 (FIGURE 3 )  into a space 151 ad- 
jacent the bottom 75 of the tank 69 and then flows up- 
wardly through apertures 147 into rcspeclive relatively 
large spaces 129 between the partitions 127. The pressure 
exerted by the liquid 149 will be maximum against the 
bottom 75 of the tank 69 and gradually decrease as the 
liquid flows upwardly through apertures 147 and the 
large spaces 129. 
The pressure distribution against the tank sidewall may 
be determined by the arrangement of the partitions 227 
and the number and dimensions of the apertures 147 so 
that testing pressures may be controlled to be in proper 
proportion to actual flight use. Since the partitions 124 
are subjected to very great pressures applied to the under- 
side thereof, weights 153 may be positioned on the upper 
side of these partitions to give them stability. In case of 
a major failure of the tank during the test, the flow of 
the liquid out of the tank will be slackened by tile parti- 
tions 107, thus reducing the hazards of flooding. 
It is seen from the foregoing that the presenr invention 
provides a method for leakage testing of tanks whereby 
the dynamic pressures exerted against the tank can be 
distributed and controlled in accordance with pressures 
experienced by the tanks in flight, or other use. The in- 
ventive method reduces the hazards of explosion and the 
hazards of dangerous flooding inherent in prior testing 
methods. 
Obviously many modifications and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above teach- 
ings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within the 
scope of the appended claims the invention may be prac- 
ticed other than as specifically described. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of testing a container for leaks comprising: 
(a)  forming a fluid passage comprising alternate rela- 
tively small and relatively large spaces extending 
longitudinally of the sidewall of said container with 
said large spaces being bounded by said sidewall; 
(b)  introducing a liquid under pressure into an open- 
ing adjacent one end of said container communicat- 
ing with said passage whereby said liquid Aows 
through said passage exerting 2 varying pressure 
against said sidewall of said container; 
( c )  said passage being formed so that the areas of said 
relatively small spaces increases progressively from 
said opening adjacent one end of said container to- 
ward the other end thereof. 
2. A method of testing a container for leaks cowzis- 
irlg: 
- 
(a)  forming a fluid passage comprising alternate rcia- 
tively small and relatively large spaces, extending 
longitudinally of the side wall of said container 
with said large spaces being bounded by said side- 
wall; 
(b) introducing a liquid under pressure into an opening 
adjacent one end of said container conlmunicating 
with said passage whereby said liquid flows through 
said passage exerting a varying pressure against said 
sidewall of said container; 
(c) recapturing said liquid and recirculating said liquid 6 
through said opening and said passage. 
3. A method of testing a container for leaks comprising: 
(a) forming a Auid passage comprising alternate rela- 
tively small and relatively large spaces extending lon- 
gitudinally of the sidewall of said container with said 
large spaces being bounded by said sidewall; 
(b) introducing a liquid under pressure into an opening 
adjacent one end of said container communicating 
with said passage whereby said liquid flows through 
said passage exerting a varying pressure against said 15 
sidewall of said container; 
(c) saidl opening being bounded by the bottom and the 
sidewall of said container and said liquid being 
pumped into said opening through a conduit extend- 
ing substantially axially of said container. 20 
4. A method of testing a container for leaks comprising: 
(a)  inseding a collapsed bag into said container and 
subsequently inflating said bag to form a fluid pas- 
sage comprising alternate relatively small and rela- 
tively large spaces extending longitudinally between 25 
the sidewall of said container and the periphery of 
said bag; 
(b) introducing a liquid under pressure into an opening 
adjacent one end of said container communicating 
with said passage whereby said liquid flows through 30 
said passage exerting a varying pressure against said 
sidewall of said container. 
5. The method of claim 4 wherein said container com- 
prises vertically spaced rings secured to the sidewall there- 
of and wherein said bag is positioned axially of said rings $; 
whereby said small spaces are formed between the periph- 
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tively small and relatively large spaces extending lon- 
gitudinally of the sidewall of said container with said 
large spaces being bounded by said sidewall; 
(b) said passage being formed by positioning spaced, 
apertured partitions longitudinally of said container 
whereby said apertures constitute said relatively small 
spaces and said spaces between said partitions consti- 
tute said relatively large spaces; 
(c) introducing a liquid under pressure into an opening 
adjacent one end of said container communicating 
with said passage whereby said liquid flows through 
said passage exerting a varying pressure against said 
sidewall of said container. 
7. A method of testing a container for leaks comprising: 
(a)  positioning a piston in the container leaving an 
opening between the bottom surface of said piston 
and the bottom of said container while fmming a fluid 
passage comprising alternate relatively small and rela- 
tively large spaces extending longitudinally of said 
container with said large spaces being bounded by the 
sidewall of said container; 
(b) pumping liquid into said opening through a vertical 
conduit incorporated in and extending substantially 
axially of said piston whereby said liquid flows from 
said opening through said passage while exerting a 
varying pressure against said sidewall of said con- 
tainer; 
(c) continuously recapturing and recirculating said 
liquid through said conduit, said opening, and said 
passage while continuously exerting a varying pres- 
sure against said sidewall of said container. 
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